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I. INTRODUCTION
The Space Shuttle Orbiter vehicle is attached to
L.
the External Tank at three (3) points: one (i) forward and
two (2) aft. The current baseline is a separation bolt at
the forward attach point and frangible nuts at the aft.
Space Ordnance Systems conceived a new mechan±sm
for the forward attach point which offers the following
advantages over the existing separation bolt.
o Reduced weight
o Reduced shock
o Re-useable componentsD "
o Reduced cost
The concept utilizes a slider release mechanism
and shank follower. In order to demonstrate the feaslbility
of this device, an unsolicited proposal was submitted to NASA
'which resulted in Contract NAS 9-16169, "Prototype Demonstration
of a Slide Release Device for Orbiter/External Tank Forward
Attachment".
The design, test results and recommendations of the
program are contained in this report. The prototype test
it-
io
T.
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article exhibited no significant damage during testing and
remains available for subsequent demonstrations or tests.
D
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II. SUMMARY
The goals of the program as defined in the Statement
of Work are summarized as follows.
o Design a mechanism within envelope and
functional loads of existing separation
device.
o Fabricate protot_q_e device capable of
10 refurbishments.
o Conduct ten (i0) functional tests.
o Demonstrate ultimate load capability.
All of the above goals were accomplished. Some
difficulty was encountered in the application of the side load.
This problem was associated with the functional test fixture.
The tests results indicated a pressure actuated
shank follower would be desirable in the next generation design.
Additionally, the functional test fixtures should simulate the
actual side load conditions experienced in vehicle structure.
1981021631-005
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L III. DES IGN DESCRIPTION
A. Requirements.
_ The requirements as stated in the original
Statement of Work was to develop a preliminary design which
was in compliance with the requirements of Rockwell Specification
MC 325-0014. Additionally, the mechanism must be interchangeable
with the existing Spherical Bearing and External Tank Fitting.
Subsequent communication with NASA/JSC revised the
working loads to 74,000 lb. tension and 1,380 lb. side load.
The mechanism design was complete based on the
original loads, therefore the mechanism is capable of load
increases to the original requirement.
T/me2d_tde release mechanism is shown in Figure
III-l. A functional description follows.
I i II I
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B. Functional Description - The unit was designed to
take max_um advantage of the available shank diameter, as
defined by the existin_ monoball. This point of view provides
_:l'le max_'_l._ load carrying capacity without external change.
The device installs in the monoball just as does the
shear bolt, by threading in the completely assembled condition.
Actuation is quite different. Instead of axially
breaking the shank by very high pressure (on the order of
60,000 psi) using a very large force (over 235,000 pounds) this
mechanism releases the shank by cross-axis movement against a
lubricated surface. The unit will probably never see more than
12,000 psi during an overload firing and requires only about
7,100 pounds to release an 80,000 pound load.
Once fxee, the shank is driven out of the monoball
by an axially pre-compressed spring.
IIIl[J! .................................. -- ..... i
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Advantages from this device relative to its predecessors
are considerable. Its final weight can be as low as thirty pounds
_' versus over sixty for the shear bolt. Its cartridge will contain
less than one gram of powder versus 12 and 13.2 for the separation
and shear bolts. Finally, it is re-useable and the others are
not. The expensive components show no significant wear after
eleven actuations under load.
II - ....... ,_ II , , ,,,,,,,, --
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C. Component D-_scription - The following describes
the components while assembling the unit. The d_L._il components
are included at the end of this suction.
An aluminum attenuator slips loosely ever _:he end of
the slider. The slider is then slipped loosely into the body,
far enough to capture the attenuator.
The main bores through the slider and body are then
exactly aligned and the sleeve is loosely slipped through both
of them till it bottoms against the body. By rotating the
sleeve till it's webs line up.with the slider, the slider can
then be moved farther into the body, capturing the sleeve.
The shank can then be slipped loosely through the
sleeve if the slider is properly positioned. (In the unit
tested, it was possible to install the shank incorrectly. This
will be eliminated.) When aliqned properly, the slldez can be
driven home, bottomed in the body capturing the shank.
The slider is then pinned in position, forming the
basic load carryinq and load releasing portion of the device.
U i I •
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L The entire shank is highly stressed, but only a pair of flats
on the slider, one face of the body and a small section of the
sleeve are highly stressed. Thus, the majority of the body can
be aluminu_m with savings in cost as well as weight, but
unfortunately, the sleeve and slider do not appear to permit
• such savings; it is recommended that the shank, sleeve, slider
and one face of the body remain inconel.
The attenuator end of the body is closed by slipping
an end plate over the body and an end cover over both the end
plate and the body. These may then be pinned, bolted o_
lockwired together. This particular configuration was selected
for ease of disassembly after deformin_ of the attenuator
between the end cap and body.
A separate power supply }:ortion threads into the body
at the opposite end from the attenuator. It is comprised of
a dual sealed piston in a manifold. It contains two cartridge
ports _or redundant operation. The piston shank in entering
the body, passes through an environmental seal.
1981021631-011
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Firing either cartridge drives the piston against the
slider, shearing the aluminum shear pin and driving the slider
into impacting its attenuator against the end cap, thus releasing
the shank but not th sleeve. The piston and manifold can be
made of alumimun.
Once released, the shank is driven out of the unit
and monoball by a pre-compressed die spring .... e die spring
is compressed between a cover and a follower. The cover threads
onto the sleeve and bottoms on the body. It may be lockwired
. in place, but due to the forces involved, it is unlikely it can
inadvertently unscrew., Having driven the shank from the
monoball, the followe=" closes the hole precisely. It is keyed
into the sleeve. The cover and follower may be aluminum. The
cover tested was aluminum but the follower was inconel.
nlmmuii
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IV. STRESS ANALYSIS
The device has demonstrated its ability to hold and
release 80,000 pounds without damage to any of its main
components. It even held 60,000 pounds when the shank was
installed backwards. Ultimate destruction of the unit will
therefore probably support the following calculations.
o Load Carrying Capacity.
As the shank is the central load bearing member,
its diameter sets a limit on the load carrying capacity of
the assembly. The present monoball accepts a 2.120 diameter,
or an area of 3.530 square inches. For t_e shank, this area
must do two things upon pre-loading: first, looking at the
2° angle slider mating surfaces, the two lugs must support
the preload in bearing and they must not shear off, and,
second, the remaining cross-section must also support the
preload in tension. As the shear strength is defined in the
axial direction it is not involved in the cross-sectional
area. Therefore, the bearing and tensile loads, being equal,
should _ach receive half the area, or 1.756 inches. Then
22.
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using 180,000 psi Min UTS Inconel 718, the shank will carry
(1.756) (180,000)= 317,700 pounds. Allowing for tolerances,
the _igure may drop to 300,000 pounds.
Note that the 1.5 inch threaded end will provide
le_s than 1.756 square inches. Computed at the P.D.:
(_/4) (1.394)2=1.526 sq. ins.
Calculation of the web thickness proceeds as
follows: . ___
Shank cross-section
with radius R=I.060
k
Each of the two segments has _ i / I
an area of 1.756/2=.878 ins. sq.
or
.878= (R2/2) (TT_/180-Sine)
_hich by iteration yields, _=132.05 O
and X=.4282
or tne web should be .856 thick.
III
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Allowing foz clearance, concentricity and radii, the web used
; is .850/.842 inches thick.
&
!
m.
Calculation of the shear thickness is straighh-
forward. The lugs ride solidly and flatly on the mating slider
surfaces and the slider rides solidly and flatly on the body
and sleeve. The__ is therefore very little cantilevering,
if any. In other wor_[s, the lugs will not tear off, they must
shear.
The shear area is: (2) (.850) (W)=3.293 ins.
where W/2=RSim (132.05/2)=.9685
W=1.9371 inches
Assuming shear strength at 60% tensile:
the lugs will carry (.6) (180,000)(3.107)=
356,000 pounds, which is comparable to the cross-
sectional strength.
24.
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o Output Shock.
From the design of numerous low shock devices it
has beco_e evident that the more a mounted device damages
itself, ,-/_egreater it shocks its surroundings. This device
i has come through the entire program almost unharmed. The
)
I theory used in designing the device ran as follows:
Actuate at 90 ° to the applied load.
Use smooth dry lubricated friction surfaces.
Release along a slight angle which pro-
portionally relieves the load as the actua-
tion pressure drops, thereby assuring
i. complete release using a small
cartridge 7
2. low terminal velocity of slider,
and hence, low shock.
Attenuate slider impact.
The first two characteristics are clear and simple. The last,
attenuation, worked satisfactorily, but, as described elsewhere,
deserves redesign.
II • I I1 II I
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i The third item, calculation of a release angle, is
! extremely difficult and the 2° angle selected anticipated higher
pre-loading than the 74,000 pounds presently required. Examina-
tion of the mating surfaces of the slider and the shank shows
that the applied pre-load (80,000) is completely relieved before
I
release. With no pre-load, the slider is essentially in free
flight and accelerates to high velocity. It is recommended i
therefore that the release angle be reduced to 1.5 ° .
The calculation depends on the elasticity of the "
column from the nut holding the yoke against the monoball to
the lugs on the shank. An empirical deduction as described in
the preceding paragraph cannot help but prove superior to
numerical computation.
26.
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o Assembly Weight.
The complete assembly weighs 49 pounds. This can
be reduced considerably by manufacturing the low stressed items
of aluminum. The recommended components are the piston, mani-
fold, follower, end cap, end cover and the largest portion of
the body. These items weigh 20 pounds and are steel. Their
weight will therefore reduce to approximately:
(20) (.098)/(.281)=7 pounds
And the design will weigh
49- (20-7)=36 pounds.
By reducing the stroke along with other design improvements,
it is anticipated that another four (4) pounds will be removed
producing an ultimate weight of approximately 32 pounds.
I I
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o Actuation Pressure.
The pressure required to actuate the unit using
_ bottled gas and 80,000 pounds preload is 4000 psi. As this
is a constant pressure rather than a momentary pyrotechnic
type of peak pressure, it is a minimum, rather than a
practical figure. Assuming a peak pressure of 5000 psi will
start the slider moving and thus the coefficient of friction
will change from standing to sliding, obviously the device
will function completely.
Therefore, two 12_L cartridges will produce
2(1.2)(5000)=12000 psi locked shut.
This is quite low compared with the measured 60,000 psi in
the shear bolt and is comparable to the pressure regularly
experienced in pin pullers and separation nuts, related
mechanisms which also release at 90 ° to their applied loads
and which normally have aluminum manifolds.
28.
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O Hoop Stress in Manifold.
Assuming Manifold is 7075-T73 Aluminum
Pressure is 12000 psi initially
The stress at the cartridge end of the manifold is:
_=PD/(D-d) = (12000) (i. 875)_. 875-1. 503)
= 60,500 which equals the UTS
It should be thickened at this end slightly. Note, however,
that this end is not round and is supported on one end.
Thus, a better informed analysis would reduce the computed
stress considerably. Nevertheless, local expansion of only
a few thousandths of an inch could cause o-ring failure with
disastrous results. An increase in wall thickness is
recommended.
o No other high stress conditions are known.
29.
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V. T_EST PLAN
:-'_' The general idea was to get as much information as
possible from the one unit that had been manufactured. Eleven
attenuators, five loadable cartridges, two inert plugs and one
each of all other components were available. The results are
described in the next section.
A _oad Sizin_ - Load sizing began in the gentlest
possible method; by underloading to the point of failure. This
was done while the u_it was simultaneously being actuated with
bottled nitrogen gas. Thus it became kno%_ approximately what
load was requirea :'-ior to an_ pyrotechnic actuations. SOS 109
powder was used because of its familiarity. We know what it
does.
B. Functional Tests - Functional testing was also
conducted for least and latest damage to the unit. First the
unit was measured, then a light load applied and the unit
re-measured. The load was increaaed and the unit measured
again. This continued until the required actuation loads were
30.
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reached. Destructive testing has not been done.
Actuation started with (non-corrosive) bottled gas
and a low tensile load with no shear load and no eject spring.
Firings began with intentionally un_erloaded single
cartridge initiations and nominal tensile loading. This was
increased cautiously and piece-meal to include a dual overload
firing, shear loading and spring loaded shank ejection.
. Figure VI -2 illustrates the test plan and results
obtained.
!
31.
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VI. T,ES,T RESULTS
2
A. Test Se_-Up - All actuation tests were performed
b
in the set-up depicted in Figure VI-I. Not all actuations
involved the ejection spring and not all involved side loads.
The following text describes the pertinent details and the
Test Log (Figure VI-2) completes the picture.
The force washer was first calibrated on a tensile
test machine and then incorporated in the test set-up to
determine the torque-tension relationship (see View A of
Figure VI-l). Once established, the force washer was removed
and the actuations begun.
The side load spring was also calibrated on the
tensile test machine. It's final length at 1380 and at 1725
pounds were noted. (The spring is non-linear.)
The first tests involving side loads supported the
mechanism against rotation in the monoball at RI. Actuation
II III II
32.
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Figure vI-i
33.
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in this cantilever condition was not achieved even though a new
cover containing two ejection springs (series) was installed.
The flnai temhs restrained rotation at R2, thereby
applying a fairly precise shear load to the shank at the mono-
ball. In this configuration however, the side load had to be
increased to 1725 pounds to achieve the 1380 required at the
monoball. This set-up is not perfect - the simulated E.T.
fitting could move axially away from the monoball for example -
but the fact that the shank was ejected forcefully shows the
importance of applying a true shear load as required.
I II
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B. Test Results - Numerous minor difficulties were
encountered, mostly with t2,e test apparatus, a few wi_ the
design, but it is deemed by SOS that the program was quite
successful.
The four most expensive components in the device,
the body, shank, sleeve and slider, but for some foolish
man-handling, would be virtually unchanged now at the end of
t_e program from their initial received ccndition.
The die spring and follower are as good as new.
With the usq of a gear puller for disassembly the end cover il
will survive undamaged and with the addition of a wrenching
hex, the cover will also survive undamaged.
Re-usability is proved.
Only 0.7 grams of powder are required for actuation
(versus 12.0 and 13.2 grams in the separation and shear bolt),
thus shock reduction during release is guaranteed.
Shank ejection was achieved forcefully after
modification of the test set-up following three failures.
I
36.
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Analysis showed that cantilever loading rather than the
required shear loading had been applied. Closure of the mono-
ball by the follower is very precise. Some re-design is
advisable in this area, possibly involving a specially designed
die spring, and certainly involving dimensional improvements.
A stock die spring was used. SOS, nevertheless, feels that
reliable, precise ejection is proven feasible.
Ultimate strength of the unit has not been tested;
it would destroy the unit. The unit is clearly capable of
carrying the required loads. It was assembled incorrectly
once and tensed to 60,000 pounds. The force washer used in
the set-up indicated that something was yielding very slowly.
Disassembly showed that the shank had been mated with the slider
in reverse: the 2° angled surfaces were out of phase, and the
load had initially been applied to a point which naturally
yielded. The 60,000 pounds was held by an area 1/4 inch square.
A little grinding of the O.D. and the shank was used ten times
thereafter. A slight dimension change will prevent this from
happening.
I
37.
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Slider Design - The recommendable improvements
can best be described from a component standpoint.
Shank
The shank was in_talled in the device incorrectly. This
possibility must be eliminated. It is apparently the only
part with this fault. Most of the components are symmetric.
The slider and body are not, but they cannot be mis-assembled.
_'c the slider is installed in the body either upside down or
backwards or both, either the sleeve or the shank will refuse
to enter.
The 2° angle mating with the slider should be reduced to 1.5 °.
The 2° angle was selected in expectation o_ larger tensile
loading. A shallower angle will provide lower shock for two
reasons:
o A smaller shear pin can be used; and
o The pre-load will slow down the slide_
during a longer portion of its release
stroke.
38. Ji
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Elimination of the release angle is not recommended. Cartridge
loading would increase significantly and brinelling of the
shank and slider would not only be real but could affect ejection
of the shank.
Attenuator
The attenuator was poorly designed. It functioned satisfactorily,
but could be much improved. It did attenuate and it did capture
the slider at stroke completion.
Cover
The cover needs a wrenching hex, a viewing port to detect
engagement of the follower lugs wlth _he keys in the sleeve,
lockwire holes and threaded closures of the viewing port and
end port for environmental protection.
Follower
The follower can be made of aluminum, can be shortened along
with a general redimensioning of the ejection stroke components.
i.'romhindsight it is evident that the follower stroke can be
reduced.
39.
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Spring
The shank ejection spring must be re-designed. It's stroke
length is inadequate. After ejection it does not forcefully
keep the follower in pos:i.tion. (75 pounds is required.)
Sleeve
The sleeve needs to be internally "chamfered" to assure that
neither the shank nor the follower can hang up on a sharp edge
during election. (This did happen.)
The manifold can be made of aluminum and can have its cartridge
ports at any convenient angle.
Piston
The piston also can be made of aluminum. Forces and pressures
are low.
The body should be made of two pieces, with only a flat plate
being made of inconel and the great majority aluminum.
I i
40.
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B. Test Fixture - The functional test fixture
consisted of a flight type spherical bearing mounted in a
strong back base. The tension load was applied by pre-
tensioning the shank by torquing thru a simulated External
Tank Fitting. The shear or side load was applied with a
spring load applied to the E.T. fitting by a harness.
The initial side load testing was set up with Tt,
Ts and R 1. This resulted in a couple at the shank bearing
interface which did not simulate a side load Ts. Subsequent
tests were set up with Tt, Ts and R2. This resulted in full
separation of the shank from the spherical bearing.
It is recommended that subsequent tests be conducted
in a fixture which simulates the shear load. Several options
are available for this:
1. Fabricate a new fixture.
2. Modify existing obsolete fixtures.
3. Utilize existing fixtures.
41.
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As the spherical, E.T. fitting, shank interface is identical
_. to the existing separation bolt, ins_allation will not be a
."
problem.
P
_ 42.
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C. Follow-On Program- This section is prepared to
identify what items are required to complete a formal design,
development and qualification program consistent with the
JSC 8060 requirements.
The design tasks to be accomplished include:
i. Envelope Analysis - As the geometry of the
slide is considerably different, a review
of the surrounding Orbiter structure would
be required to verify envelope compliance.
2. Centering Mechanism Design - A secondary
function of the mechanism is to accommodate
an ii ° deflection in the spherical bearing
prior to separation and return to the up-
right position after separation. The design
of a centering mechanism, of similar design
to the existing design, will be required.
3. Gas Actuated Shank Follower - It may be
desirable to incorporate a gas driver
shank follower utilizing the same pressure
sources (cartridges) which drive the slider.
This would achieve higher initial forces
than would be available with a spring.
4. Shear Pin - A shear pin design, sized for
optimum slider retention. In addition, some
means of shear pin integrity verification
will be incorporated.
5. weight Reduction - The design shall in-
corporate all features to minimize
weight. Material selection will also
I II
43.
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ibe reviewed with regard to weight reduction.
6. Test Fixture - The design and fabrication of
the test fixture will be carefully coordinated
with NASA to ensure _mulation of the actual
vehicle loads. All effort will be made to
utilize existing fixtures or modifications
to existing fixtures.
Development testing would be conducted on three (3) units of
the final design. Additionally, ten (I0) cartridges with the
final load would be tested in a closed bomb to establish
acceptance criteria for subsequent production lots. Margins
in environmental exposure and cartridge loads would be
verified. Figure VII-I illustrates the development test plan.
The qualification would consist of twenty-four (24)
specimens. The qualification and deliverable units would be
manufactured at the same time for cost savings. The qualifi-
cation test would simulate flight conditions and re-use of
the components. Figure VII-2 illustrates the tests and sequence
of the qualification.
At the conclusion of the qualification, the delivorable
units would be released for flight installation. The schedule
q
_ 44.
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Note-
i. All assemblies with
10 3 centering mechanism.
Cartridges Assemblies 2. Eight actuations to
establish 5 re-uses.
Closed Bomb J
for P/T
1 unit . 2 units
I l
1 1 Vibration
Assembly 20% Off Limit
] i
Function J J
Single 75% 1 unit 1 unit
Ambient J J
Function (2) 1 Function (2)
j Hot Cold "I ii
Assembly
l0 Times [ Function (2) ] 1 Function (2)j
l "" Cold Hoti , I
,I,LL
Function |
Dual 125% _ Vibration
No Loads i 20°/oOff Limit
Ambient I . L
I ' { '
I Function (2) I Function (2)
Load Test " l L
.... 1 Functi°n (2) 1 I Functi°n(2), Cold Hot• i i,
Development Test Plan
Figure VII-i
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" 1Assemblies
!
II i | 1 ii i it i i ii
i., |- I
4 units 20 units
lMargin VibrationDemonstration i
!
2 units 2 units Function _._
. I . i Ambient I I
Function Function [ Re,eat 3
Single 80_ Dual 12_/o I . Times
i PMax. Loads No Loa_s DisassemblyAmbient Ambient & InspectionllL I l ..... '
l
1vibrati°n i
! ,
I i t
5 units I0 units 5 units
IFunctiOn 'IFunction _ FunctiOnHot I LAmbient Cold
1 I ' ; '_
IDisas._embly] _is_s_e_ly] tDisassembly& Inspection I & Inspectionll& Inspection i
I l
IFuncti°n [ Functi°n -IcOld, , ,Ambient HotFUnCt1°ni I
Qualification Test Program
Figure VII-2
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to complete a full scale development and qualification program
would be 12 - 14 months.
k
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VI II. CONC LUS IONS
This program has demonstrated a conceptional
release mechanism can be fabricated which will be interchangeable
wit_ the existing Orbiter/External Tank Separation Bolt
which offers the following advantages.
o Reduced weight.
o Reduced shock.
o Reuseable components.
o Reduced cost.
The prototype demonstration withstood multiple
actuations and load applications and remains in useable
condition for further demonstration.
The application of simulated loads is a critical
item as the variation in predicted loads by analysis is not
accurate.
A follow-on program has been identified which would
incorporate all design recommendations and verify flight
conditions in a qualification series. It is expected flight
II II Ill
_ 48.
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release mechanisms would be available 12 - 14 months after
qo-aab ead.
_ 49.
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EXHIBIY A
STATEMENT OF WORK
Program entitled "Prototype Oemonstration of a Slider Release Device for
OrDiter/£xternal Tank Fo_ard Attach"
Technical Requirements
The contractor shall accomplish the following tasks:
A. Develop a preliminary design of a low shock Orbiter/External Tank
sep_ation device with centering provision and aperture closeout utilizino
a keyed slider and bolt arrangement in accordance _i:h the attached or
similar concept sketch. Interface loads and envelope are as specified
in Rockwell MC 32_-001_.
B. Perform a stress analysis of the preliminary design.
C. Prepare prototype detail and assembly drawing_ in preparation For
manufacture.
O. Conduct a Preliminary Design Review ,_ith NASA prior to nardwar--
f_ricat ion.
E. Fabricats prototype har_are uith planned r.-furo_shment of lO _imes.
F. Conduct ten functional tests including:
I. Cartridge load sizing.
7. Margin _ests.
3. Ultimate combined load test.
REPORT !NG RECU IRE_'ENTS
The contractor .w 11 ..... _ _ ,=,,a.__v _e b iaf and informal monthly r=._orts uh..m contain
a description of progress achieved during the r-._orting period, Dtcolems and
31anned corrective action, and plans for the next _e_or_Ing Defied. give
copies of the ._onthly _eport shall be provider S: t._eNASA tecnnlcsl monitor.
The contractor shall prepare a contrsc= final retort jhicm snell _ocument in
_etail all tme '_ork _erformed _uring the program, including _ata, _nai,!ses,
and interpretations, as ,uell as recommendations and :onciuaio_s _ase_ cn t_e
results oOta_ed. The report small incluCe tables, :iagrsms, cur_es, :raw'-r,gs,
:nd :notos as :'eculred, in sufficient :etail to :_m_renemslve!y exclaim =m_-
results oOtalne_. Ten copies of t._e final :sport snell De suomi:te_ :o "._e
_ical monitor.
_CHEDULE RE._UI_E._E_TS.
The technlcal _equirements of this _taten,ent of '_orx _al_ _e complete six
_onthe after contract _nitiation, The final report small oe sucm_'.ted seven
months after contract initiation.
6.
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1981021631-056
A DIVISIONOF
In Reply Refer to
PMO 11457
26 January, 1981
NASA
Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas 77058
Attention: Mr. John T. Wheeler, Technology
Utilization Officer
i
Subject: Contract NAS 9-16169 1
Reference: (A) SOS File 3F-I024-I0-I0
(B) NASA Form 666A
(C) Slide Release Mechanism 116633-1
Gentlemen:
In accordance with the New Technology Reporting requirements
of the subject contract, enclosed is NASA DD Form 666A.
A complete technical disclosure will be available in April 1981.
Should you have any further questions do not hesitate to contact
the undersigned at A/C 805- 252-6220.
Very truly yours,
TRANSTECKNOLOGY CORPORATION
Robert S. Ritchie
Program Manager
Space Ordnance Systems
RSR/sc
ENCLOSURE
cc: Jim Bunker
PLACERITA• 25977 SandCanyon Road•CanyonCountry,Calif.91351 • (805) 2526220 TWX910-336.1437
II._
1981021631-057
( (
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION NT CONTROL NO. (Official use only)
NEW TECHNOLOGY REPORT
INSTRUCTIONS
This report form may be used when reportL_q inventions, dis- Section IV - The b'tclusion or 1A-sting of any pertinent ad-
coverie=, improvements or Innovations to NASA. Use of this dltion_l documentation or references which aid in the under-
report form Is optional; provided, however, that whatever re- standinq c¢ application of the new technoloqy.
port format is used contain the essential information re*
quested herein.
In completJJ'_q each section, use whatever detail deemed ap-
Please provide information requested in each section as propriate for = "(ull and complete disclosure/P as required
follows.* by the New Technoloqy or Property Rlqhts in Inventions
_ Clause. For further quidance as to what constitutes a saris-
Section I - A description of the problem that motivated the factory report, please reier to NHB 2170 3, Doc'_mentation
r technolocp/ development. GuideHJ_es for New Technolocw ReportLnq.
Section II - A technically complete and easily understand-
able _scriptlon Of the new technoloqy that was developed to Available additional documentation which provides a full,
solve the problem or meet the objective, detailed description should be attached, as well as amy ad-
Section HI - The unique or novel features of the tech- dltionai explanatoP/ sheets whs':e necessary.
noloqy and the result,= (or benefits) of its application.
1. TITLE
SLIDER RELEASE ASSEMBLY / 5oS ,o//Q //_ (_.E3 - /
2. INNOVATOR (S) (H_e an/ _'oc_4l_Secl_r_y No.j
James W. Bunker Robert S. Ritchie
3. EMPLOYERTransTechnoiogy(0rfanixati°sand dit:i$_oriJcorp . 4 ADDRESS (Place of perfortr_nce)
Space Ordnance Systems Div. I 25977 Sand Canyon Rd.
[ Canyon uountrv, ua. 9135]
NASA PRIME CONTRACT NO. i 6. CONTRACTOR DISCLOSURE NO.$,
1
NAS 9-16169 I NAS9-16169
SECTION I - DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM THAT MOTIVATED THE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT (Enter A..Gen,ral
Description of Problem Objective: B,-Key or UniclU¢ problem Characteristics; C..PastHisCory/Prior Tecltniques; D..Limitations of Prior Techn=_es)
Invent/design a mechanism which would replace the shearbolt,
t
MC352-0012-0014 prese;%tly qualified for use
With the required objective of reducing the output shock caused
by actuation of the device and with the desired objectives of
i. Permitting multiple use of a single unit and
, ' 2. Reducing unit weight.
s
NASA FORM666A APRSS
t
1981021631-058
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SECTIONII - TECHNICALLYCOb..LETE ANDEASILYUNDERSTANDABLEDEScrIPTION OFNEWTECHNOLOGYTHAT
WASDEVELOPEDTO SOLVETHE PROBLEMORMEETTHE OBJECTIVE(Enlsra* apprawiatlA.-S_¢ific descripti_of item;
8..6t_e of de_lo_en|; C..Optrati_ ae a bit; D..F_ctio_l operation; E.-Supp_t_e _emT; F.-_nlineerinG tpecificati_s; G.-Pert_aral
equipment; H..D_wmgl. _apbl. est.; I..Pa.s or mgredilnts lilts; _d ].-Mn_enance, reliability, safety _ct_s)
A.I To significantly reduce the shock, the force required to
actuate the device must be reduced accordingly. This is
impossible as long as it is required to break a section that
is stronger than the load to be carried.
The mechanism, therefore must be "prebroken."
With such a mechanism, actuation should be at approximately
90° to the carried load. This will assure minimum actuation
force and maximum resistan e to external forces such s shock,
vibration and thermal cycling.
II Numerous devices satisfying AI above are already in existance,
but, in general, they contain more moving parts than
separation bolts or shearbolts. They are less desirable in
certain types of reliability analysis.
The described device contains a minimum number of moving
parts: no more than the present Shearbolt.
III With the lower actuation forces the weight can be substantiall
i reduced.IV With the elimination of metal deformation during actuation, a
! uni_can:_ertai_y be:u_ed_ several"times. _ ....
t
r
1981021631-059
S . I
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sirc:'rlON II (Con.J
SECTION III - UNIQUE OR NOVEL FEATURES OF THE TECHNOLOGY AND THE RESULTS (OR BENEFITS) OF ITS APPLI-
CATION (Er,cera* epprow_ A,-Novci or_.ique /eat_e*; B.-Developeteat or coaccpn_a_probZems;C..Operatin#characteri.st_cs,test data;
" D..Anaiylis o[capabilities; E.-Source o[error;@ridF.-AdvantaSes/shortcomins: )
i) Actuation, and consequently the bulk of the unit, is at
90 ° to the load axis. The writer knows of no other release
mechanism with this feature. ( A pin puller does not of itself
hold the parts together: it relies on assistance from the parts
themselves) : Th_s.-"s_dew_se' feature could be of value in
small diameter missiles and other restricted spaces.
2) The device, with minor refurbishment, is re-usable.
, 3) As shown, it requires a push on the slider for actuation.
This could be reversed- in other words, requires a pull.
Pulling could prove to be the better method.
t,
i
......... " 1981021631-060
I ° t' ,-
SECTION I1| ('Coet.)
SECTION IV - ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION (lacl_e _ liJt betow_usy,i_'rrineaedocu.mentazionwhich aid* in ;he uss_lerstoadiasi or
p_ic_ioe of the .eust.ckaoLocy.IF NOTTOOBULKY ORDIFFICULT TO REPRODUCE.,INCLUDECOP!ES_!TI" T:!',S _Z2CRT. r_ "_hoJe
reference* or additional docur_eatatioa aocli|al,.lae btJ| ,_IOT included m t&LI Pepo_ (dUe tO theb" beut C rlo_eeJen|_,_l to a _181c _dersto_d_nl_ of tl_.
arw tech_oLoBy _nd wh_:h _y be costly Io reproduce _r _ndle) complete item A. below)
,. ,,,KmI. ,mT,ct-t, X' 4. ,,IDKMILY/--,_. O*,W,NG, X]'.' TKST OaT,
x /CONI"Ct_CI*OR _EilOMTS _. PART30M INGMKD. L,IST i. _IKMOLY/MII'_I. IBMOCEO.
A. A_AILAEIILE DOCU- [
MENTS(C_OC._ l 3. [N_INKEIqlNQ $_EC•.. . _ . ...] 8. OI_ENA TING MANUA_-_I. _. COMPUTKRI TAIBtlICAROI
re. INDICATE THE DATES OR THE APPROXIMATE TIME PrRtOO DURING WHICH THIS TECHNOLOGY WAS D_VELOPED(Le.
cc_lceived, co_scr_cted, te$|ed, efc.) '.. ...... :. ; " .. • . ; ","
September 1979
C. LiST THE FIRST PUBLICATION OR PUItLIC DISCLOSUIRff OF TNF. NEW TECHNOLOGY. AND DATI[S
Space Ordnance Systems Proposal 3F-P_O-00-158_.GO ,, ,
.. . ,
_. I_!ST TN_ OA.TE_ AN_ANY. P_RTIC_t'ARLY _P.RT_NENT PAGE NUMBERS OF OTHER I_U_tlC&TION$ WHICH ARE AVAILABLE BUT
NOT ATTACHED
'; '" L '[' " .,.. :--'- - ; .;_. "" i :- .
E. DEGREE OF TECHHOLCGICAL SIGNIFICANCE (Check L_ yo_u' bes| /udlme,t ¢he stateme,! u:_Lc& b_*¢ e._pres_e_ che de¢ree of cechno_olic_
$i¢flli/ICll_lCe O/ t/Ill ilC_l,lO_OCyl
I MOOI ff'lC &TtON TO I' X'| TiN" TI_cHNO_O_Y [_ |" |UI|T AN'f'l A L AOV ANC Ir OIN THE &RT $' M &JOl_ IR E " K Tk41t OU'I<
C OK:M IN'N ¢ •
Complete disclosure available April 1981
1981021631-061
